
My summer 
holidays!



•My summer holidays started on the 11th of June, but I had 
to work in school camp. That’s why l left the town only on 
the 30th. So, this is also a part of my summer.



•Then I flew to Volgograd. The flight was difficult because I had transfer in 
Moscow for 5 hours and I had to change the airport. In spite of this, I was 
happy.  



In Volgograd the weather was gorgeous and I didn’t waste time. I met 
my friend and we walked every day, went to some sights and 
attractions. There is an interesting fact about Volgograd that it has the 
longest street in Russia. 



•In 6 days I flew to Chelyabinsk, to my family. I had a direct flight to the 
city but the airline change it from Chelyabinsk to Ekaterinburg 
because of some troubles. I went to the airport but the flight was 
delayed 5 times. So, I spent 7 hours in it waiting for my airplane. 
That’s why I arrived home late. By the way, it was okey. I saw my 
family, cat and dog. 



•The most important and exiting thing about this summer was a purchase of 
new lens for my photo camera. I have been dreaming about it for 5 years. 
And finally I got it. I adore nature and I always wanted to take pictures of it. 
And new lens raised my photos to another amazing level. So, I spent all of 
my free time in forests, mountains and fields trying to take adorable 
pictures. 



• In August we decided to go to the Ekaterinburg’s aqua park with my mother 
and brother. We used bus to go there and it took 8 hours to arrive in the city. I 
always wanted to take my family for vocation and this moment came.  



•In general, this summer was good. I spent a lot of time with 
people who close to me, swam in our pond, went to nature 
with my dog, took many brilliant photos and ate berries 
and fruits in the garden. But the summer isn’t infinitely. 


